DMITRY BRIZHATYUK
email | web | CV
Job Market Paper: Housing market cycles, productivity growth, and household debt | abstract | paper
References: Fabio Ghironi (chair), Yu-chin Chen, Mu-Jeung Yang, Debra Glassman (teaching)

JUSTIN DOWNS
email | web | CV
Research: Behavioral Economics, Contract Theory, Game Theory, Mechanism Design
Job Market Paper: Overconfidence, Competition, and Market Efficiency | abstract
References: Fahad Khalil (co-chair), Jacques Lawarrée (co-chair), Xu Tan, Chris Anderson
ZHE (JASMINE) JIANG
Research: International Macro, International Trade, Labor Economics, Time Series
Job Market Paper: Offshoring, Firm-Level Adjustment and Labor Market Outcomes | abstract
References: Fabio Ghironi (chair), Stephen Turnovsky, Kar-yiu Wong, Haideh Salehi-Esfahani (teaching)

YURIM LEE
Research: International Macroeconomics, Macroeconomics
Job Market Paper: Excessive Firm Turnover in the Shadow of Unemployment | abstract
References: Fabio Ghironi (chair), Matteo Cacciatore, Mu-Jeung Yang

ELODIE MARLET
Research: Development Economics, Microeconomics, Natural Resource Economics, Regional Economics
Dissertation: The Mining Industry in Sub-Saharan Africa: Impacts on Employment, Migration and Environment | abstract
References: Philip Brock (chair), Rachel Heath, Judith Thornton, Rasmene Ouedraogo
**XUETAO SHI**

- **email** | **web** | **CV**


Job Market Paper: *Testing When Parameters are Subject to Linear Inequality Constraints* | [abstract](#)

References: Yanqin Fan (chair), Aman Ullah, Jing Tao, Fahad Khalil (teaching)

---

**AUORRA STEPHANY**

- **email** | **web** | **CV**

Research: Applied Microeconomics, Information Economics, Microeconomic Theory, Property Rights, Transaction Cost Economics

Job Market Paper: *Transaction Costs in the Trading of Variable Quality Commodities* | [abstract](#)

Dissertation: *Transaction Costs in Economics*

References: Yoram Barzel (chair), Patrick Bajari, Christopher Anderson, Judith Thornton (teaching reference)

---

**QING ZHANG**

- **email** | **CV**

Research: Labor Economics, Property rights/transaction cost economics

Job Market Paper: *The Rationale of Marriage and the Impact of DNA Test on its Organization* | [abstract](#)

References: Yoram Barzel (chair), Levis Kochin, Yuya Takahashi

---
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